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ABSTRACT 
The simultaneous diagonalization of two real symmetric (r.s.) matrices has long 
been of interest. This subject is generalized here to the following problem (this 
question was raised by Dr. Olga Taussky-Todd, my thesis advisor at the California 
Inst itute of Technology) : What  is the first simultaneous block diagonal structure of a 
nonsingular pair of r.s. matrices ? For example, given a nonsingular pair of r.s. 
matrices S and T, which simultaneous block diagonalizations X'SX = diag(A 1 . . . . .  
Ak), X 'TX  = diag(B v . . . ,  Bk) with dim A i = dim B i and X nonsingular are possible 
for 1 ~ k ~ n; and how well defined is a simultaneous block diagonalization for 
which k, the number of blocks, is maximal ? Here a pair o f r.s. matrices S and T is 
called nonsingular if S is nonsingular. 
If the number of blocks k is maximal, then one can speak of the finest simulta- 
neous block diagonalization of S and T, since then the sizes of the blocks A i are 
uniquely determined (up to permutations) by any set of generators of the pencil 
P(S, T) = {aS + bTla, b e ~} via the real Jordan normal form of S-IT.  The proof uses 
the canonical pair form theorem for nonsingular pairs of r.s. matrices. The maximal 
number k and the block sizes dim A i are also determined by the factorization over 
C of/(~, #) = det(;tS + /~T) for ;t, /~ e R. 
PREL IMINARIES  
DEFINITION 0.1. A square  matr ix  of the  fo rm 
M = ' , 
k×k 
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is called a Jordan block o] type (A), if for k >/2  we have ~ ~ • and e = 1, 
while for k = 1 we have M = (~) with ,~ ~ R. Such a matrix M is called 
a Jordan block o/type (B), if for k ~ 4 we have 
and 
~.= , a , / )~N,  / )#0 
while for k = 2 we have 
(: M= with a, bffN, / )#  O. 
a 
NOTATION. Here and in the following we denote a matrix A with n 
rows and k columns by An×k. Furthermore a Jordan block of dimension 
m for an eigenvalue A is denoted by J(~, m) or by J(a, b, m), if ~ = a + 
bi CR. 
DEFINITION 0.2. 
if for some l, k >/ 1 we write 




• .. Ai ), 
• . .  A'tk / 
where the blocks Aij have the same number of rows for fixed i and j' = 
1 . . . .  , k, and the same number of columns for fixed j and i -- 1 . . . . .  I. 
We say that a matrix A is a block diagonal matrix if it is a block matrix and 
Ais = 0 for i # i- We write a block diagonal matr ix A with k diagonal 
blocks as A = diag(A1 . . . . .  Ak). 
Now we can state the real Jordan normal form theorem. 
THEOREM 0.3. Every real square matrix A is similar over the reals 
to a matrix J = diag(A 1 . . . . .  A t), in which each square block A t corresponds 
to an eigenvalue ,~j o /A .  I] this eigenvalue ,~j is real, the associated A s is a 
Jordan ~)lock o/ type (A); i[ ,~j = a + b i$ R, then A t is a Jordan block o/ 
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type (B). This J is called the real Jordan normal form o] A. It  is uniquely 
determined by A, except/or the order o~ its Jordan blocks. 
For a proof of this well-known result see Kowalski [6, p. 248, Theorem 
36.2]. 
The final result to be quoted will be the canonical pair form theorem: 
THEOREM 0.4. Let S and T be a nonsingular pair o] r.s. matrices. Let 
S-1T have real Jordan normal/orm diag(J1,. . . ,  Jr, Jr+l . . . . .  J,~), where 
J1 . . . . .  Jr  are Jordan blocks o] type (A) corresponding to real eigenvalues 
o/S-1T and Jr+a . . . . .  j,,, are Jordan blocks o/type (B) /or pairs o/complex 
conjugate roots o/S-1T.  Then S and T are simultaneously congruent by a 
real congruence trans/ormation to
diag(elE 1 . . . . .  e~E~, E~+ I . . . . .  Era) 
and 
diag(elEj1 . . . . .  e,.EJr, Er+lJ~+l . . . . .  EmJm), 
respectively, where ei = 4- 1 and Ei denotes the square matrix 
(::) 
o] the same size as J i  /or i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Canonical forms for a pair of r.s. matrices were first developed by 
WeierstraB [133 and Kronecker [7]. Subsequently Muth [83, Trott [11], 
Ingraham and Wegner [41 (for pairs of hermitean matrices only), Dickson 
~1, Chap. 63, Gantmacher [2, vol. 2, Chap. 12J (for complex symmetric 
matrices, though) and the author [123 have worked on this question. 
Ostrowski [9, p. 93 gives a historical survey of this area, and furthermore 
a summary of these and related results can be found in Pickert [10, Sec. 71. 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let S and T be r.s. matrices, X be a nonsingular 
real matrix and let Si, Ti be square matrices such that X'SX = 
diag(S1 . . . . .  Sk) and X'TX = diag(T 1 . . . . .  Tk) with dim Ti = dim St for 
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all i. Then we say S and T are simultaneously block diagonalizable into k 
blocks. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let S and T be r.s. matrices. Then a simultaneous 
block diagonalization X'SX = diag(S 1 . . . . .  Sk) and X'TX = diag 
(T1 . . . . .  Tk) is called the finest block diagonalization of S and T, if 
k = max {k(X) IX 'SX = diag[S1 (x), ~(x) 1 
• " • ,  ~k(X) J ,  
X nonsingular 
X'TX = diag[T1 (x), T(x) 
• " " ,  ~k(X) J  
with dim Si (x) = dim T~ (x) for all i}. 
For  example, if two r.s. n × n matrices can be simultaneously diagonal- 
ized, then their finest simultaneous block diagonalization contains n blocks. 
Next it will be shown that  not only the number k of blocks in the finest 
s imultaneous block diagonal ization of two r.s. matrices S, T is unique, but  
that  also the k-tuple of block sizes (dim Sa . . . . .  dim Sk) is uniquely 
determined by the pair S and T up to permutat ions of the integers dim Si. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let S and T be a nonsingular pair o/r.s, matrices. Then 
the finest simultaneous block diagonalization o /S  and T contains k blocks 
o~ dimensions nl . . . . .  nk iff the real Jordan normal/orm o /S -1T  consists 
o~ k Jordan blocks o] dimensions n1 . . . .  , nk. 
Pro@ This is a direct appl ication of Theorem 0.4, if one observes the 
following: The real Jordan normal form represents a l inear transformation 
L relative to a certain basis of Nn. Relat ive to this basis, Nn is the direct 
sum of L- invar iant subspaces. The number k of summands is maximal  
and their dimensions n1 . . . . .  nk are determined by  L up to permutat ions.  
(See Kowalski  [6, pp. 242-2483 or Jacobsen [5, pp. 63-73].) Thus we can 
talk of the "f inest" simultaneous block diagonalization i  Theorem 1.3. • 
A similar theorem about pairs of complex symmetr ic  matrices is proved 
in Gantmacher  [2, vol. 2, p. 44]. 
Here we obtain as a corollary a theorem about two r.s. matrices that  
can be diagonalized simultaneously. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let S and T be a nonsingular pair o] r.s. matrices. 
Then the ]ollowing are equivalent: 
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(a) S and T can be simultaneously diagonalized by a real congruence 
transiormation, and 
(b) S-1T is similar to a real diagonal matrix. 
This has been proved differently by Greub E3, p. 255, Proposition] and 
Wonenburger El4, Theorem 1]. Gantmacher [2, vol. 2, p. 43] proves the 
analogous result for pairs of complex symmetr ic matrices. 
We can also characterize nonsingular pairs of r.s. matrices that 
cannot be reduced simultaneously at all. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let S and T be a nonsingular pair o/ r.s. matrices. 
Then the/ollowing are equivalent: 
(p) S and T cannot be reduced simultaneously by a real congruence 
trans/ormation at all, and 
(q) either S-AT has only one real eigenvalue ~and dim ker(~tS --  T) = 1, 
or S-1T has only a pair o/complex coniugate roots ~ and ~ with 
dim c kerc(~S -- T) = 1. 
Pro@ By Theorem 1.3 condition (p) is equivalent to the fact that  
the real Jordan normal form of S-1T contains exactly one Jordan block, 
which is stated in condition (q). • 
Now we relate the number  of blocks in the finest simultaneous block 
diagonalization of a nonsingular pair S and T to the factorization of 
1(~,/S) -- det(~S +/sT)  over C. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let S and T be a nonsingular pair o/r.s, matrices. Let 
](7., #) = det(~S + #T).  I / f l i  are k distinct complex numbers, e is real and 
?xi, 17i , ei are positive integers, then the ]ollowing are equivalent: 
k 
(w) I(L/s) = e 1-I (~ + ~i/s) ~<, 
i=1 
and 
~i = dim ker(fliS -- T) i/ 
ei = dim c kerc(fiiS -- T) 
fli ~ N, and 
i~ ~C -- R, 
(z) S-1T has eigenvalues /3 i O/ multiplicity ~i /or i = 1 . . . . .  k, and its 
real Jordan normal ]orm contains 17i Jordan blocks o] type (A) /or real 
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eigenvalue [3 i and ei Jordan blocks o~ type (B) /or each pair o/ complex 
conjugate igenvalues fli, fii o~ S-IT. 
Moreover (w) or (z) imply that the finest simultaneous block diagonaliza- 
tion o /S  and T via a nonsingular eal congruence trans/ormation contains 
~,  ~ + ~ ei blocks. 
Pro@ The last remark follows from Theorem 1.3. First we assume 
that (z) holds. Then 
k 
det(M - -  S- IT )  = 1---I ( ~ - -  fli) yi, 
i=l 
and we have 
k 
/(~,/~) = det(2S +/~T)  = det S det(M + flS-1T) = det S Y I  (2 + fld,);'q 
i=1  
By assumption there are ~i Jordan blocks of type (A) for a real eigenvalue 
fli of S-1T, hence there are exactly ~ lin. ind. eigenvectors corresponding 
to a real eigenvalue fli and thus 
~i = dim ker(fliI -- S- IT) 
= dim ker(fliS - -  T). 
The analogous argument holds for complex roots. Thus (w) holds. 
Now assume (w) holds. Then 
det(M - -  S-1T) = det S -1 det(2S --  T) = det S-1 / (~,  - -  1) 
k 
= det S-lc I--I (,t -- fli)Y~ with fli # flj for i # /'. 
i=1  
So the roots/?i of S-1T have the multiplicities claimed in (z). Since for 
real fli we have r/i = dim ker(fliS --  7") = dim ker(fiiI -- S-1T), there are 
~i lin. ind. eigenvectors of S-1T for each real root fli- The analogous 
argument holds for complex roots of S- IT  and thus S-1T has the real 
Jordan normal form as stated in (z). • 
Finally we prove that the finest simultaneous block diagonal structure 
of a nonsingular pair of r.s. matrices is a property of their pencil; here we 
define pencil as a two-dimensional space of r.s. matrices only. 
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DEFINITION 1.7. Let J1 . . . . .  J ,  be all the Jordan blocks associated 
with the same eigenvalue it of a real matr ix A. Then 
C = C(it) = d iag( J  1 . . . . .  Jr) with dim J i >/dimJi+l for all i 
is called the /ull chain o/Jordan blocks or /ull Jordan chain o/ length l 
associated with it. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let Si, Ti, i = 1, 2, be two nonsingular pairs o] r.s. 
matrices. Let J1 and J2 be the Jordan normal/orms o/SI- IS2 and TI-IT2, 
respectively. I /  P(S1, $2) = P(T1, T2), then each [ull Jordan chain Cl(it ) 
in J1 corresponds to a con]ormally partitioned /ull Jordan chain C2(#) in 
J2 and conversely, such that either ),,/~ are both in R or it, tz are both in 12 -- R. 
In the proof of this theorem we give the exact formula for this cor- 
respondence of the roots. 
THEOREM 1.9. Let Si and Ti (i = 1, 2) be two nonsingular pairs o/real 
symmetric matrices. I] P(S1, $2) = P(T1, T~), then the two pairs S1, $2 
and T1, T2 have the same finest block diagonal structure. 
Proo/. By Theorem 1.8 the matrices S1-1S2 and TI-IT~ have the 
same Jordan structure. Then Theorem 1.9 follows from Theorem 1.3. • 
Proo/ (Theorem 1.8). Since T1, T2 ~ P(S1, $2), we have T1 = aS1 + 
bS2 and T 2 = cS1 + dS2 for real constants a, b, c, d. By definit ion both 
pairs $1, $2 and T~, T 2 are lin. ind. such that 
det(: 
Let X transform $1 1So into its Jordan normal form over 12: 
J1 = X-1S I - IS2  X .  
Then 
T I - IT2  = (aS 1 -~- bS2)-l(cS1 @ dS2) 
= [Sl(aI + bSI-IS2)~-I[S~(cI + dSl - lS2) ]  
= (M + bSl-lS2)-m(cI + dS1-182). 
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And thus 
X-1TI - IT2X = X-a(aI + bSI-IS2)-IXX-I(c[ -~- dSI- IS2)X 
= [X-~(aI + bS l - lS2)X] - l ( c I  @ d J1) 
= (aI + bJ1)-l(cI + dJl). 
Now aI + b J1 is a block diagonal matrix. So in order to find its inverse 
it suffices to look at the inverses of each of its diagonal Mocks. These have 
the form 
M= . " b ' 
0 a + b2 r×r 
if r is the dimension of a Jordan block J(2, r) occurring in J1. Note that 
for all eigenvalnes 2 of SI-ISz we have a + b2 # 0, since 0 # det T1 = 
det(aS1 + bS2) = det $1 det(aI  + bSa-lS2). So letting dk = (-- 1) k+l" 
bk-a(a + b2) -~ for k = 1 , . . . ,  r, we have 
M.  .. = lr× r. 
1 
Thus the matrix X-1TI - IT2X = (aI + bJ1)-l(cI + d J1) is a block diagonal 
matrix with diagonal blocks of the form 
/ dl(c + d~) 
0 
did + d2(c + d2) dr_l d + dr(c + d2) \ 
) )ld + d (c + d2) 
• d l (c  + d2) ~×~. 
Now did + d2(c + d,~) = (ad -- bc)(a + b2) -2 ¢ 0. Hence a Jordan block 
J(2, r) in J1 corresponds to a Jordan block J(#, r) in J2, the Jordan normal 
form of TI-ITz, where # = (c + d2)(a + b2) -1. Moreover full Jordan 
chains Ca(2) in J1 correspond to full Jordan chains C~(#) in J~ with/z = 
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(c + d2)(a + bit) 1 and  # 6 N iff it E R. In terchang ing  the roles of the  S's  
and T's ,  one arr ives  at  the  converse  cor respondence.  • 
The  converse  to Theorem 1.8 does not  hold. Take  $1 = diag(1, 1, 1, - -  1), 
$2 = d iag( - -  1,0, 1, 1), and  T1 -- d iag( - -  1, - -  1, 1, - -  1), T2 = d iag(1 ,0 ,  1, 1), 
for example .  
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